GAC Taiwan
Logistics Services
Meeting all your logistics and supply chain needs in
Taiwan since 1999
From Keelung in the north to Kaohsiung in the south, GAC Taiwan facilitates
international trade with a comprehensive suite of logistics and supply chain services
at competitive rates. Our services include freight forwarding, warehousing, aviation,
yacht and ship spares logistics, transport broking, project management, documentation
preparation, triangle trade handling and risk management of products throughout
the customs clearance process. We also have the capability to deliver a customised
package of solutions to meet the renewable energy sector’s needs, 24/7, around the
globe.

Tailored services to meet your
logistics needs

GAC Taiwan serves as a single point of
contact for logistics services.
Strong partnership
We combine our local expertise with the
global infrastructure and resources of the
GAC Group to serve as your strategic partner
throughout Taiwan. Cost efficiency is ensured
through our centralised freight purchasing
unit and strong carrier and supplier
relationships. We promise time definite
deliveries wherever the destination.
Reliable and experienced team
Our strong and experienced team of
professionals is committed to meeting all your
logistics needs. Whether you need delivery
updates, cargo movement, or emergency
support, our team is available round-the-clock.

GAC (Taiwan) Ltd.
Taipei (Main Office)
9F, 328, Chang Chun Road
Taipei
Taiwan, R.O.C

gac.com/taiwan

Advanced IT capabilities
Our in-house IT processes give total
transparency of the progress of your cargo
at every step of the supply chain. We also
provide you with management reports on
statistics, inventory flow and key performance
indicators. In addition, you can benefit from
EDI transfers such as pre- alerts, manifests,
and more.
Professionalism and safety
In line with the GAC Group’s business
philosophy, everything we do is in strict
compliance with all applicable measures to
ensure the highest security standards for our
employees. GAC Taiwan is part of the C-TPAT
network, and complies with US Customs AMS
regulation.

taiwan@gac.com
+886 2 2546 6950
+886 2 2546 2610

Sectors we serve
include consumer
goods, textiles,
pharmaceuticals,
automotive,
electronics,
oil & gas and
renewable energy
(wind farms)

